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INTRODUCTION

Scope
Key takeaways
Exploring sustainable home
Relevant areas of the sustainable home pertaining to home products
Resource scarcity is driving the sustainable home
The relative importance of sustainability issues varies across home product industries
Sustainable home uncovered

SUSTAINABLE HOME ISSUES IN FOCUS

The home is crucial to achieving sustainability
Energy efficiency sits at the core of sustainable agendas
Preserving water resources: An important aspect of the future sustainable home
Circularity and end-of-life are coming into focus
The climate crisis will lead to profound changes in how we use resources in our homes

A LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK

Home product industries are increasingly affected by legislation
Legislation on sustainability reporting will expose the good and the bad
Recent EU legislation relevant to home products and the sustainable home
Legislation on extended producer responsibility
Legislation plays a crucial role in establishing and promoting sustainability

CONSUMER PRIORITIES

Energy-efficiency is driving category performance in home products
T he pandemic has revealed the environmental impact of individual choices
What consumers demand of their homes has changed
Despite changes in mindsets cost remains the main driver of consumer decision
The challenge for companies is to support consumers and what they demand of their homes

COMPANY ACTIVITY

More companies have started to see the cost-saving benefits of sustainability
Solutions are being developed across all sustainability issues
Sustainability action from leading home products companies
Scope 3 GHG emissions are the main source of businesses’ carbon footprint
The main GHG emission sources from a home products perspective (1)
The main GHG emission sources from a home products perspective (2)
Leroy Merlin introduces Home Index rating products based on their environmental footprint
P&G is tackling Scope 3 emissions at use stage: A reprise for cold water washing strategy
The 50L Home: An alliance aiming at reinventing the future of water use in the home
Being ahead of the curve in a rapidly changing world pays off

CIRCULARITY AND END-OF-LIFE

A full commitment to circularity in packaging is overdue but challenges remain
Consumer mindsets are changing in favour of product longevity and repair
Biodegradable end-of-life solutions are emerging, and not just within predictable categories
Repair and design for deconstruction is gaining popularity in home and garden
Mars trials refill station for pet food aligned with France’s National Pact on Plastic Packaging
Lasso Loop: The first home recycling appliance
There is no alternative to mastering circularity and end-of-life

CONCLUSION

Sustainable home: How to win
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Evolution of sustainable home
Questions we are asking

About Euromonitor International

Euromonitor International is an independent market intelligence provider. Data, insight and analysis stem from in-the-field research
spanning 210 national markets.

Content ranges from the in-depth and country-specific, to key strategic themes with a global range and significance. Products cover
a comprehensive range of insights and market data, but can be broadly categorised as:

Strategy Briefings: Global or regional in scope, and focussing on the most important themes shaping consumer demand, the
key markets, competitive environment and future outlook across a range of industries.
Company Profiles: Analysis dedicated to the world’s most significant companies, with detailed insight into their activities, focus
of operations, their competitors, their geographic presence and performance.
Country Reports: For an in-depth understanding of specific countries, whether by industry, economic metrics or consumer
trends and lifestyles. These reports cover current trends, consumer demand, market potential and future prospects, with
country-specific local insight and comprehensive data, unavailable elsewhere.

For more information on this report, further enquiries can be directed via this link www.euromonitor.com/sustainable-home/report.


